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European Us
4 4 Small eggplants, sliced and fried
4 4 Hard boiled eggs, peeled and sliced
2 cups 2 cups Tomato sauce (See recipe of  “Pasta alla norma”)
150 gr 0.33 lb Diced tuma (or mozzarella or provolone) cheese
150 gr 0.33 lb Grated caciocavallo (or parmesan) cheese

Fresh basil leaves
Salt
Extra virgin olive oil for cassarole

Ingredients

Serves 4-6 people
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• FIRST STEPS
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Evelendu cidigendunto incimusam endae adit 
inum volor sunt am, nobit que corem eiciis 
alit, to vent escipsapicia vereper epratis enis 
eatiae et es eaque estia que molupta quaeris et 
lam ipictiorrum ipsape cus sin cus doles

Hitatem quatum est, id que nonsequae. Acer-
rore eostem que nam erfernam qui quatior 
emposam, ut hilliquamus ducia sinis venis 
doluptat reraepellam quia sedi volenieture con 
enturio nestem volupta dessinciati voloris d

To make parmigiana we need tomato sauce. 
You can prepare it using raw tomatoes (in 
this case to make it you can follow the recipe 
“Pasta alla Norma”) or you can prepare it 
buying tomato sauce in can or in bottle. You 
can fl avor it with garlic.

Th en take the eggs and hard boil them for 
about 10 minutes.  Aft er throw away the shell 
and break them in 4 or more pieces.
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THINGS TO PREPARE IN ADVANCE
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Evelendu cidigendunto incimusam endae adit 
inum volor sunt am, nobit que corem eiciis 
alit, to vent escipsapicia vereper epratis enis 
eatiae et es eaque estia que molupta quaeris et 
lam ipictiorrum ipsape cus sin cus doles
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Then we need eggplants sliced and fried. 

After you have all ingredients ready, we can 
begin to make the parmigiana.  Let’s make the 
first layer. Take a casserole and begin to put 
inside the slide of eggplants. It isn’t necessary 
to grease it because eggplants are already 
greased. 

Then I will put some tomato sauce, some hard 
boiled eggs , some pieces of cheese and a lot 
of grated cheese and plenty of basil leaves, 
crushed.
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Evelendu cidigendunto incimusam endae adit 
inum volor sunt am, nobit que corem eiciis 
alit, to vent escipsapicia vereper epratis enis 
eatiae et es eaque estia que molupta quaeris et 
lam ipictiorrum ipsape cus sin cus doles

Before frying the eggplant we need to cut 
and  put them in a colander with some coarse 
salt. In this way, all the bitter juice which is 
inside the eggplant will come out.  Then set it 
a part for about 20/30 minutes. So rinse the 
eggplants sliced and dry them. Finally you 
can fry them with plenty of extra virgin olive 
oil.
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WHAT TO DO
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Then put just a little of tomato sauce and a 
basil crushed leave and a little cheese and 
grated cheese. At the end add the egg. Bake it 
for about 5 minutes at 180°C/356°F.

Take a slice of eggplant and put it on the mold 
to give the shape.  

Then let’s make another layer putting 
again eggplants, tomato sauce,  hard boiled 
eggs,  cheese grated and basil leaves.  We 
can complete our parmisan with a layer of 
eggplant. Gently press to give the shape.  Then 
bake it for 20 minutes at 180° C / 356°F. Then 
let it cool and eat it at room temperature. 

We can present parmigiana in another way 
which is the right one for fingerfood. Let’s use 
a little mold.
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Notes

You can see how to fry eggplant and how 
to prepare tomato sauce in the videorecipe 
“Pasta alla Norma”.

Variants

You may substitute the eggplants with sliced 
fried zucchini or, in winter, with sliced, 
blanched cardoons .

Some chief have revisited this recipe adding 
slice of swordfi sh. If you like, you can try 
this variant, adding raw sliced swordfi sh to 
your “Parmigiana”.
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And here there is our parmigiana ready! Enjoy it!!
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European Us
4 4 Small eggplants, sliced and fried
4 4 Hard boiled eggs, peeled and sliced
2 cups 2 cups Tomato sauce (See recipe of  “Pasta alla norma”)
150 gr 0.33 lb Diced tuma (or mozzarella or provolone) cheese
150 gr 0.33 lb Grated caciocavallo (or parmesan) cheese

Fresh basil leaves
Salt
Extra-virgin olive oil for cassarole

Serves 4-6 people

Ingredients



You may substitute the eggplants with sliced fried zucchini or, in winter, with sliced, blanched cardoons .

Some chief have revisited this recipe adding slice of swordfish. If you like, you can try this variant, adding raw 
sliced swordfish to your “Parmigiana”.
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THINGS TO PREPARE IN ADVANCE

1. To make parmigiana we need tomato sauce. You can prepare it using raw tomatoes (in this case to make 
it you can follow the recipe “Pasta alla norma”) or you can prepare it buying tomato sauce in can or in 
bottle. You can flavor it with garlic. 

2. Then take the eggs and hard boil them for about 10 minutes.  After throw away the shell and break them 
in 4 or more pieces. 

3. Then we need eggplants sliced and fried. 

4. Before frying the eggplant we need to cut and  put them in a colander with some core salt. In this way, all 
the bitter juice which is inside the eggplant will come out.  Then set it a part for about 20/30 minutes. So 
rinse the eggplants sliced and dry them. Finally you can fry them with plenty of extra virgin olive oil. 

1. After you have all ingredients ready, we can begin to make the parmigiana.  Let’s make the first layer. Take 
a casserole and begin to put inside the slide of eggplants.  It isn’t necessary to grease it because eggplants 
are already greased.  

2. Then I will put some tomato sauce, some hard boiled eggs , some pieces of cheese and a lot of grated che-
ese and plenty of basil leaves, crushed. 

3. Then let’s make another layer putting again eggplants, tomato sauce,  hard boiled eggs,  cheese grated and 
basil leaves.  We can complete our parmisan with a layer of eggplant. Gently press to give the shape.  Then 
bake it for 20 minutes at 180° C / 356°F. Then let it cool and eat it at room temperature.  

4. We can present parmigiana in another way which is the right one for fingerfood. Let’s use a little mold. 

5. Take a slice of eggplant and put it on the mold to give the shape.   

6. Then put just a little of tomato sauce and a basil crushed leave and a little cheese and grated cheese. At the 
end add the egg. Bake it for about 5 minutes at 180°C / 356°F. 

7. Eggplant “parmigiana” can be prepared the day before for the day after.

WHAT TO DO

You can see how to fry eggplant and how to prepare tomato sauce in the videorecipe “Pasta alla Norma”.

NOTES

VARIANTS
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